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BUCHAREST, ROMANIA | +40 722 856 811 

GEORGIA.MIHALCEA88@GMAIL.COM 

WWW.PROPERTYFANATIC.COM  
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APRIL 25TH 1979 

DRIVING LICENCE 

Exclusive preview 

Operations, Fixer and Senior Production Management

Your partner in crime in challenging times.
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My history with film and tv industry has its roots in 2007 when I entered the Film Directing school in
Bucharest, my second university. The same year, I’ve been offered a freelance consulting contract to manage
a crisis intervention in the operations of the greatest film studio from South Eastern Europe at the time,
Media Pro Studios, a corporate structure with extensive logistics, 8 business units, over 800 employees and a
rich network of stakeholders. The studio CEO offered me also the COO seat, but overlapping with a
complicated exit procedure from my own business, I turned it down. 
 
Coming from a lifetime of entrepreneurship and business consulting, I hired many production teams for
my corporate events, live shows and themed parties division. This is how I made myself known in this market
and in 2010 I accepted my first production job in the industry as a Fixer for an USA production in Romania.  
 
Operations management, strategic thinking and cross-industry knowledge are my platinum skills
bringing me many awards in the wild competitive market of open innovation where I developed successful
digital and operational solutions for international organizations and governments, but also key management
project based jobs in tv and film industry.  

goal
My goal is to find the right home where I can bring in and develop further my expertise for mutual long term
and sustainable success and growth. 

education
2007 – 2008: Film Directing | Media Pro University, Bucharest, Romania. Made 1 year from 3. 
1997 – 2002: Bachelor degree in Economics, Accounting & Management Information Systems | "Titu
Maiorescu" Economic Sciences University, Bucharest, Romania. 5-year cycle. Graduation mark: 9 out of 10 
1997: Oxford Certificate for being proficient in English as a foreign language 

hobby projects | content production
• Property Fanatic: a website featuring and analyzing international cinematic locations at the intersection of
film, tourism and real estate through my lenses as a producer. I dream to also develop a reality show around it
in the future. 
 
• We Are Solvers: a multicultural web serial featuring extensive interviews with prolific innovators from all over
the world, serial award-winning problem solvers I met in open innovation realm. The interviews are done online
and filmed on a set. I dream to also develop a reality show or documentary around it in the future. 

volunteer | grand scale events production
In charge with VIP & Press tasks during the "We Are Developers" 2018 congress. There were 8000 attendees,
200 speakers and over 200 volunteers. The annual congress took place in Vienna, Austria between 16-18 May
2018 at Vienna Austria Center, the UN headquarters location. 

publications | books & video training programs
Books on Amazon: Rise Above The Crowd, XCulture: How Superheroes Are Born, Camino del Sol 
Video Course on Udemy: Patterns for Success. XCulture: How Superheroes Are Born 

technical skills
Skilled in identifying and integrating the right digital and technological tools to optimize processes and
operations.  
Software: Video edit (Sony Vegas), video animation (Moviestorm), photography, video making, Microsoft
Office, SaaS Platforms: learning management systems, content management systems, innovation and
knowledge transfer systems.  
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working experience | film and tv productions
georgia mihalcea

Organization: Paprika Romania (production house) & ProTV Romania (broadcast TV Network) 
Project: Marry My Son (international format). Production of the 1st season of the reality show (13 episodes) 
Duration: October 2017 – March 2018 (6 month project) 
Designation: Executive Producer 

This was by far the most challenging production from operations management perspective. The mission was
to produce and deliver this primetime show (full season) in less than 6 to 8 months, being given a team of two
production coordinators and two auxiliaries. It was a production with many parallel national and international
complex operations flows and a highly challenging coordination management with casting, creative and post-
production departments, but also with the fixers from abroad.  
 
The production involved about 200 people (cast and crew), 10 mobile teams that operated independently,
accommodation and shooting locations in 16 cities in Romania, 4 resorts in Tenerife, Spain, 3 resorts in
Cyprus and 1 in London, UK. The production was a success in both budget execution and operational terms. 
 
• Budgeting the full project 
• Breaking down the operational flows and making operations run smooth 
• Accounting reporting 
• Locations Scout and Management 
• Managing the logistic, production and creative activities in 4 countries (over 25 cities) 
• Hiring key professionals 
• Coordinating an overall team of 200 people 
• Leading a 50 people team for the field production in Tenerife, Spain 

Organization: Strix TV, Netherlands & Discovery (producers) & TLC Netherlands (TV Network) 
Project: “Louisa and Rosanna”. Production of one episode of the reality show. 
Duration: May 2017 – August 2017 (4 month project) 
Designation: Fixer | Local Producer for their international production in Romania 

Testimonial | Volker Michaels, Show Runner (General Producer), Germany 
“I worked with Georgia for the reality show production “Ma insoara mama” (Marry My Son) for the Romanian
TV channel ProTV. Georgia did a great job, I was very happy with her work and can recommend her.” 

This was the most sensitive production I’ve made, challenging all my diplomatic capabilities. “Louisa and
Rosanna” is a reality show featuring the life of a transgender couple who lives in Netherlands. In the
season containing also the production in Romania, Louisa decided to begin an international journey to find
her gipsy roots, being born a Dutch gipsy. Bringing a Dutch transgender in the heart of Romanian gipsy
communities was like watching two completely different cultures and worlds colliding.  

Testimonial | Martijn Weerink, Director and Producer at StrixTv, Netherlands 
 
“I have worked with Georgia Mihalcea and my experience was very positive. We filmed a Dutch reality show
about two transgenders looking for their gypsy roots. As you might understand that’s quite complicated.
Georgia dealt with the transgender and gypsy part very respectfully and professionally. And she delivered. I
asked her for three totally different groups of gypsy’s and she made it work. We visited rich, poor and spiritual
gypsy’s. We were very happy with her work. She speaks English very well. And she also translated certain
parts for us, back in The Netherland while we were editing. She was a real help in researching, producing
and post-producing.” 



working experience | film and tv productions
georgia mihalcea

Organization: Manekino Film, Bucharest, Romania  
Project:  “Touch Me Not”, feature film, winner of Golden Bear at Berlin Film Festival in 2018 
Duration: May 2015 – November 2015 (6 month project) 
Designation: Locations Manager 

The element of difficulty in this project was its theme, exploring intimacy in a very visceral and immersive way,
a thing that made negotiations complicated in the locations department especially because it was also the
debut film of the director Adina Pintilie, the owners being were reluctant.  
 
• Film locations scout, budgeting and management (about 20 shooting locations) 
• Shooting permits and contracts 

Organization: Travel Channel, USA  
Project:  “Expedition Unknown”, Season 2. The production of episode “Hunting Vampires” in
Romania. Adventure and traveling reality show. 
Duration: January 2015 – April 2015 (4 month project) 
Designation: Fixer | Local Producer 

Managed the production operations in a variety of locations across Romania leading a mixed team of 10
people. 

Organization: Voltage Pictures, USA & Media Pro Studios, Romania 
Project: “Charlie Countryman”, feature film. 
Duration: April 2012 – September 2012 (6 month project) 
Designation: Locations Manager 

Testimonial | Shannon Green, Field Producer, Travel Channel, USA 
“I highly recommend Georgia as a fixer. I worked with her on a very complicated shoot for Travel Channel’s
“Expedition Unknown” and she was incredibly professional, intuitive, great at anticipating needs, and has an
incredible non-stop work ethic. She would be an asset to any production.” 

Scout and management of over 40 locations in the production of the feature film "Charlie Countryman"
featuring Mads Mikkelsen, Shia LaBeouf, Evan Rachel Wood and other well known high caliber US and
Romanian actors. 

Organization: SyFy, USA  
Project: “Destination Truth”, Season 3. The production of two episodes in Romania “Haunted Forest”
and vampires related. Adventure and traveling reality show. 
Duration: April 2011 – July 2011 (4 month project) 
Designation: Fixer | Local Producer 
Managed the production operations in a variety of locations across Romania leading a mixed team of 20
people. 

Testimonial | Beatrice Popa, Creative Executive Producer, Paprika Romania (Co-Fixer in this project) 
“Georgia is one of the highest professionals that I have worked with, who strives for excellence and
surpasess performance standards from a distance, throughout all the aspects of a production. Always finding
the right approach. ready to deliver on a timely manner, she is a team player & a problem solver with the
ability to perform remarkably in stressful situations. I would team up with Georgia anytime for a world class
project.” 



working experience | key roles
georgia mihalcea

Organization: HeroX, Canada & Booz Allen Hamilton and US Dep. of State  
Project: “Power The Globe”, a clean energy data science grand challenge. Study case: electrifying
Myanmar. 
Duration: May 2017 – July 2017 (3 month project) 
Designation: Challenge Designer for a global competition 

Designing the puzzle to solve. Problem designer. Designing a global competition launched through
crowdsourcing platform HeroX for problem solvers and innovators to solve by architecturing cutting edge
solutions.  

Organization: CL.I.MA.TE – Research, Development and Innovation Cluster, Romania  
Duration: June 2016 – January 2017 (7 month project) 
Designation: General Manager 
Designed the cluster’s strategy and operational plans for 4 years. Harmonized the 35 cluster members’
objectives (national R&D institutes, universities, companies and NGOs). 

Organization: Distrirom, Romania (gas infrastructure producer) 
Project: Office building and deposit construction 
Duration: June 2007 – September 2008 (1 year project) 
Designation: General Contractor | Project Manager 

Testimonial | Mihai Rohan, President of Steering Committee and of Employers Association in the
Cement Industry and Other Mineral Products for Construction in Romania 
“Georgia is a pleasant person you attach to without realizing, a powerful and valuable business partner, she
sometimes surprises you because he thinks at least one step ahead of you. She is a person you can count
on, having a high work Ethics and life values.” 

Managed the operations for the construction of a 600 sqm office buildings, 1000 sqm industrial deposit,
5000 sqm yard on a 10,000 sqm land (architecture, logistics and execution). 

Organization: Media Pro Studios, Romania 
Project: Crisis Management Consulting 
Duration: September 2008 – December 2008 (3 month project) 
Designation: Operations Management Consultant 

Helping the organization executive board to: 
• identify hot vulnerabilities in the operational flow of all 8 business units and suggest fast and feasible
solutions; 
• redesign their P&L and internal operational flows according to each BU particularities and harmonize them
in the corporate P&L; 
• reach financial targets for Q4. 



awards | problem solving

2017 | Patterns For Success: A practical guide for small business owners teaching leadership culture 
Industry: Business consulting  
Beneficiary: Bereny Inc, USA  
Stats: 145 worldwide competitors 
 
2016 | Innovative Approaches to Proliferation Prevention: An Industry-Government Information Sharing
Platform 
Industry: government, peace and security, technology 
Beneficiary: N Square and Stimson Center (a collaborative effort between five of the largest peace and security
funders in the United States: The Carnegie Corporation of New York, the William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Ploughshares Fund, and the Skoll Global
Threats Fund.  
Stats: 91 worldwide competitors 
 
2014 | Humanizing Customer Digital Experience 
Industry banking, technology 
Beneficiary: US banking group 
Stats: 401 worldwide competitors 
 
2011 |  Models For Sourcing Food Databases  
Solution: Broadening Opportunities Towards Global Health 
Industry: healthcare, technology, strategy and operational plans 
Beneficiary: pharma & healthcare US group 
Stats: 148 worldwide competitors 
 
2010 | Creative business models to integrate and uplift vulnerable communities 
Solution: A Good House For Bad Times 
Industry: social business, social entrepreneurship, self-sustainability 
Sponsors: Grameen Lab and Muhammad Yunus Foundation 
 
2010 | Locations transformation to develop social entrepreneurship entities  
Challenge: transform locations in Naples, Italy to change the face, reputation and destiny of the city  
Industry: social business, social entrepreneurship, self-sustainability 
Sponsors: Euclid Network (European Union) 
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